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On Image Reconstruction from a Small Number ofProjectionsG T Herman, R DavidiDepartment of Computer Science, Graduate Center, City University of NewYork, New York, NY 10016, USAE-mail: gabortherman@yahoo.comAbstract. Image reconstruction from projections suers from an inherentdiculty: there are dierent images that have identical projections in anynite number of directions. However, by identifying the type of image thatis likely to occur in an application area, one can design algorithms that maybe ecacious in that area even when the number of projections is small. Onesuch approach uses total variation minimization. We report on an algorithmbased on this approach, and show that sometimes it produces medically-desirablereconstructions in computerized tomography (CT) even from a small number ofprojections. However, we also demonstrate that such a reconstruction is notguaranteed to provide the medically-relevant information: when data are collectedby an actually CT scanner for a small number projections, the noise in such datamay very well result in a tumor in the brain not being visible in the reconstruction.Keywords : Image Reconstruction, Computerized Tomography, Discrete Tomography,Total Variation Minimization, Ghosts, Tumors.Submitted to: Inverse Problems
On Image Reconstruction from a Small Number of Projections 21. IntroductionIn an application of image reconstruction from projections, the image is typicallyrepresented by a function f of two variables of bounded support. The values of thisfunction are elements of the set of real numbers R and they represent some physicalproperty (e.g., linear X-ray attenuation coecient in computerized tomography (CT)or Coulomb potential in electron microscopy (EM) of molecules) in a cross-section ofthe object to be reconstructed. The projections are usually taken with the help ofsome rays (e.g., X-rays or electron beams) and can be thought of mathematically ascollections of line integrals of the function. The mathematical problem is to reconstructthe function from its (noisy and incomplete) projections [13, 23].We dene the projection in direction ϑ ∈ [0, π) as follows. Let (s1, s2) denotethe coordinates of the point r = (r1,r2) ∈ R2 in the coordinate system rotated by ϑ.Then the projection of f in the direction ϑ (the ϑ-projection of f) is dened as thatfunction [Rf ](•, ϑ) of the variable s1 for which
[Rf ](s1, ϑ) =
ˆ
Ls1,ϑ
f(r) ds2, (1)where Ls,ϑ is the line at the distance s from the origin that makes the angle ϑ withthe r2-axis. It can be said that the transform R dened by (1) gives the ϑ-projectionsof f for any ϑ ∈ [0, π). The transform R is called the Radon transform of f , after J.Radon who studied this kind of transform in [24].Let us suppose for now that we have taken projections of f for directions ϑ in thenite set Θ. Let, for s ∈ R and ϑ ∈ Θ, g(s, ϑ) denote the approximation to [Rf ](s, ϑ)that we obtain based on our measurements. For any ϑ ∈ Θ, we use Sϑ to denote theset of all s for which we have a projection data item g(s, ϑ). In practice, the sets Sϑhave to be nite, but in this paper we also deal with the mathematical idealizationin which, for all ϑ ∈ Θ, Sϑ is the set of all real numbers. (The point that we willmake is that even such overabundance of data, as compared to what can be obtainedin practice, is not in general sucient for determining f uniquely.) Then we considerthe following reconstruction task : Suppose f is an unknown image and we are given
g(s, ϑ) for ϑ ∈ Θ and s ∈ Sϑ, such that
[Rf ](s, ϑ) ≈ g(s, ϑ), for all ϑ ∈ Θ, s ∈ Sϑ, (2)(where ≈ stands for approximately equal), we need to nd an image f∗ that is a goodapproximation of f .Our topic is an investigation of this task when the size of Θ is small. Inapplications such as CT and EM, the number of projections is often in the thousands;here we restrict our attention to cases in which that number is less than a hundred, oreven only two or three. It has been shown (and this is discussed and further illustratedbelow) that good reconstruction results can be obtained from a small number ofprojections for certain (usually not realistic) restricted classes of images and datacollection modes.However, one has to be careful not to assume that similar methodologies canbe usefully applied in actual applications of image reconstruction from projections.For example, the earliest application of CT in diagnostic medicine was the imagingof the human brain inside the head [17]. It is unlikely that whatever assumption ismade about the nature of images in order to achieve good reconstructions from a smallnumber of projections will be satised by all the possible images in such an application.
On Image Reconstruction from a Small Number of Projections 3In addition, CT is used to image the brain because one suspects a possible abnormality(e.g., a malignant tumor); even if it were the case that healthy brains satised amathematical property that can be used for achieving reconstructions from a smallnumber of views, forcing reconstructions to be consistent with this property may resultin missing an abnormality present in the brain. In addition, physically collected dataare unlikely to satisfy the mathematical assumptions that make reconstructions froma few projections possible, we demonstrate below that this by itself can result in theinvisibility of a tumor in the brain when reconstructed from a small number physicallyrealistic projections.Our paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses the essential notionsof digital images, digitization of images, and what we call the digital assumption,together with an overview of discrete tomography (DT), which is a methodology thathas been used to obtain good reconstructions from a small number of projectionswhen the digital assumption is satised. The following section presents an alternativemethodology that can be used to obtain good reconstructions from a small numberof projections for certain classes of images and data collection modes: namely, totalvariation minimization. In Section 4 we specify the algorithms that we use in ourpaper for total variation minimization and for norm minimization. Section 5 presentstwo actual brain cross-sections and discusses why such images may not be in thespecial classes of the previous sections. It also presents the concept of ghosts, whichare invisible from given projection directions. Section 6 presents two mathematicalphantoms: the dierence between them is a ghost for 22 projection directions. Thisghost to some extent mimics a malignant tumor. Because the tumor is a ghost, theprojection data for the given 22 directions are the same for the brain with and withoutthe tumor and so no reconstruction algorithm could possibly distinguish between thepresence and absence of this tumor in the brain. On the other hand, it is shownthat such distinction can clearly be made if ideal (in the sense of satisfying somemathematical assumptions) data are collected for more (in our case 60 additional)projections. However, when data are collected in a realistic fashion (in the sense ofsimulating what happens in an actual CT scanner), the tumor again becomes invisiblewhen using the same algorithm to reconstruct from the 82 views. Conclusions aregiven in Section 7.2. Digitization and Discrete TomographyIn discussing our concepts it is essential to have the notion of an N ×N digital image
p, which is dened as a function from [0, N − 1]2 into the real numbers, for a positiveinteger N . As it is customary in this context, elements of [0, N − 1]2 are denoted byrow vectors (t1, t2) and we consider that (t1 + 1, t2) is below and (t1, t2 + 1) is tothe right of (t1, t2). This can be made mathematically precise by the introduction ofa positive real number d, referred to as the sampling interval. Given a positive integer







− (N−2t2)d2 < r1 ≤ −
(N−2−2t2)d
2and (N−2−2t1)d2 ≤ r2 < (N−2t1)d2 } . (3)
On Image Reconstruction from a Small Number of Projections 4Given an image f , a positive integer N and a sampling interval d, we dene the N ×Ndigital image pN,df by





f(r)dr, (4)for any (t1, t2) ∈ [0, N − 1]2. So, the N × N digitization pN,df with sampling interval





p (t1, t2) , if r ∈ pixN,d(t1, t2) for some
(t1, t2) ∈ [0, N − 1]
2
,
0, otherwise . (5)For any N × N digital image p and any sampling interval d, pN,d
[fdp ]
= p. However, it isgenerally not the case that, for an image f , positive integer N , and sampling interval
d, fd
[pN,df ]
= f , even if the N and the d are chosen large enough so that f(r) = 0whenever max {|r1| , |r2|} ≥ Nd/2. However, for a reasonable image f , there shouldbe an N and a d, such that fd
[pN,df ]
≈ f .A common approach to solving the reconstruction task is to assume that theimage to be reconstructed is fdp for some N ×N digital image p and sampling interval
d. We will refer to this as the digital assumption. The reason why this is helpful isthe following. Let us use an alternative representation of the digital image p as an
n-dimensional vector (i.e., an element of Rn) xp, where n = N2 and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,the ith component of xp is p (t1, t2), where (t1, t2) ∈ [0, N − 1]2 and i = t1N + t2 + 1.Note that such a t1 and t2 are uniquely determined by i and so we may denote themby ti1 and ti2, respectively. Using this notation, it is easy to see that in such a case wehave that, for any ϑ ∈ Θ and any s ∈ Sϑ,
[Rfdp ](s, ϑ) = 〈a, x〉 , (6)(as usual, 〈a, x〉 denotes ∑ni=1 aixi), where a is the n-dimensional vector whose
ith component is the length of the segment of the line Ls,ϑ that lies in the pixel
pixN,d(ti1, t
i
2) (in other words, it is the length of the intersection of the line with the
ith pixel). In this fashion, each (approximate) equality in (2) gets replaced by an(approximate) linear equation in the unknown vector x. Let x∗ denote a solution ofthis system of (approximate) linear equations and let p∗ denote the (unique) N × Ndigital image such that xp∗ = x∗. Then one may consider f∗ = fdp∗ to be a potentialsolution of the original problem. The important point here is that we obtain sucha solution by solving a system of (approximate) linear equalities, and there is anextremely well-established eld of numerical mathematics for solving such systems(see, e.g., [29]).There is, however, a problem with such an approach. Even in the idealized casewhen there is no noise in the data (i.e., we have equalities, rather than approximateequalities, in (2)), the methodology can lead to a very inaccurate reconstruction due tothe digital assumption. That is, the digital assumption can be a source of error: eventhough this methodology may lead to a unique reconstruction from perfect (noiseless)data, the result is not identical to either the image for which the data have beencollected or to its digitization. The error can however be reduced by ner samplingand more data, but since an image may not correspond exactly to any digital image,
On Image Reconstruction from a Small Number of Projections 5we cannot expect a perfect reconstruction no matter how nely we digitize and howmuch data we use.That high quality (and sometimes even exact) reconstructions can be obtainedfrom a small number of projections for certain class of images has been known forquite a while; for example, the whole eld of discrete tomography (DT, see [14, 15])is devoted to this topic. In DT it is assumed that all values in the images to bereconstructed come from a known nite set (maybe containing only two elements, inwhich case we use the term binary tomography), and this knowledge is then used inthe reconstruction process to recover the images from a small number of projections.The rst papers explicitly dealing with DT appeared in the early 1970s [19].It is typical in discrete tomography to make the digital assumption. However,there are exceptions to this rule (e.g., [18]). In fact, there is a whole eldreferred to as geometric tomography [11] that may roughly be described as binarytomography without the digital assumption. The relationship between DT andgeometric tomography is discussed in [19].Using the digital assumption, powerful results have been obtained in DT. Forexample, Aharoni, Kuba, and Herman [1] provided a characterization (using ideasfrom linear programming) of those pixel locations in a binary digital image where thevalue is uniquely determined by the given data. There are additional assumptions thatone can make that can be very useful to resolve the ambiguities at locations wherethe value is not uniquely determined by the data alone. One of these is to assumea prior distribution (such as a Gibbs distribution [28]) representative of the class ofdigital images in the specic application area. An example is provided by [22]), whoseapproach combines optimization (that is based on the data and the assumed priordistribution) with the linear programming characterization of [1]. That this approachis robust enough to be applicable to real data (in which the images are not generatedby the assumed Gibbs prior and the measurements are not perfect) is demonstratedin [7] by the reconstruction of cardiac angiographic images from three projections.When the assumptions of DT are strictly met, it is often possible to recover exactlyvalues in the image to be reconstructed. However, in practice it tends to be thecase that the assumptions are only approximately satised and so perfection can nolonger be guaranteed, but nevertheless reported experience indicates that even thenDT can be ecaciously applied for reconstruction from a few projections in a varietyof applications.3. Total Variation MinimizationIn the report on SIAM Imaging Science 2006 (SIAM News, v. 39(7), September 2006)it is stated: A lot of credit for the excitement goes to Candès, who with JustinRomberg (Caltech) and Terence Tao (UCLA), proved an impressive result aboutthe possibility of perfect reconstruction, given small amounts of data. Indeed, arecent paper by these authors [5], they Consider a simplied version of the classicaltomography problem in medical imaging, they reconstruct an image from data thatcorresponds to having only 22 projections and they report that The reconstructionis exact (their italic). And, yet again, the caption of Figure 1 of the front-pagearticle in SIAM News, v. 39(9), November 2006 states: When Fourier coecients ofa testbed medical image known as the Logan-Shepp phantom (top left) are sampledalong 22 radial lines in the frequency domain (top right), a naive, 'minimal energy'reconstruction setting unobserved Fourier coecients to 0 is marred by artifacts
On Image Reconstruction from a Small Number of Projections 6(bottom left). Surprisingly, `1-magic reconstruction (bottom right) is not just better- it's perfect!As we have seen in the previous section, the possibility of perfect reconstruction,given small amounts of data using DT has been known for over 35 years. However,claims of perfection and exactness in a real tomography application have not beenmade before. This is for a good reason, such claims are only tenable in articialenvironments in which the underlying mathematical assumptions are strictly satised:as soon as we get to a physical image reconstruction problem, such claims cannotpossibly be true (we carefully illustrate this in what follows). However, even thoughthe reconstructions produced by the approach referred to in the rst paragraph of thissection cannot be guaranteed to be exact in more realistic situations, neverthelessthey are sometimes ecacious (as compared to some alternative approaches), as isdemonstrated for example in [27] and also later in our paper. First we discuss morecarefully the nature of the approach.In [5] the discussion concentrates on N ×N digital images. The special propertythat is stated there as the one that allows reconstruction from a few projections is thatthe digital images should be mostly constant; which can be mathematically denedby saying that
|{(t1, t2) | 0 ≤ t1, t2 < N − 1 and either







(p(t1 + 1, t2) − p(t1, t2))
2
+ (p(t1, t2 + 1) − p(t1, t2))
2
, (8)and then choosing a digital image that has a minimal TV among all the ones thathave the given DFT values at the sample points. A rough way of describing theconsequences of the results of [5] is that there is a number S such that if SB log N (ormore) sample points are randomly selected in the DFT domain, then the probabilitythat the recovery approach described above will result in anything but the given digitalimage is small. It can be made smaller, by increasing S.An objection to the relevance of this result to image reconstruction fromprojections, as practiced for example in CT, is that the underlying assumption of(7) is unlikely to be fullled for any B that is signicantly less than N2. This is thesubject matter of Section 5. However, as is illustrated in the section after that, TVminimization can be quite ecacious even if (7) is violated for any B signicantlysmaller than N2. Hence TV minimization has a wider range of applicability thanwhat is implied by the result of the last paragraph.Now we list some additional concerns.(i) In practice, we have at our disposal only approximations of the values of the DFTof f . This is both because practical projection data are noisy and because thedata collection geometry allows us estimation only on radial lines and this will




= bi, (9)where ai ∈ Rn, bi ∈ R, ∥∥ai∥∥ > 0, and aij ≥ 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Wewish to nd an x ∈ Rn that is a solution to this linear system of equations. For anynonempty B ⊆ {1, . . . , m} we dene an operator PB : Rn → Rn by











i, (10)where |B| is the cardinality of B and, as usual, the norm ‖•‖ is dened to be √〈•, •〉.Suppose that ϑ1, ϑ2, . . ., ϑT are all the projection directions in Θ and, for 1 ≤ t ≤ T ,
Bt consists of all the indices i associated with the measurements taken in direction ϑt;see (6). We dene the operator P : Rn → Rn by
Px = PBT · · ·PB2PB1x. (11)We claim that the following holds.Theorem. Let {βk}k∈N be a sequence of positive real numbers such that
∑∞
k=0 βk < ∞, let {vk}k∈N be bounded sequence of vectors in Rn and let x0 ∈ Rn.Then the sequence generated by
xk+1 = P(xk + βkv
k), for k ∈ N, (12)
On Image Reconstruction from a Small Number of Projections 8converges to a solution of (9).We do not give the details of our proof. It consists of two parts.In the rst part of the proof it is shown that the theorem holds if βk = 0, for
k ∈ N. This is proved along the lines of proofs of similar results in [8, 10]. In addition,by choosing x0 to be the zero vector (which is what we do in all the reconstructionson which we report), we see that in this case each of the xk is a linear combinationof the ai, and so convergence to a solution in fact implies convergence to the solutionwith minimal norm (see, e.g., [13] Section 11.2).The second part of the proof shows that the convergence to a solution ismaintained even in the presence of the summable perturbations in (12). This partis similar to a convergence proof provided in [4] and it relies on results from [2, 3].The theorem guarantees convergence even if the calculation of the iterates isaected by summable perturbations. We can make use of this property to steer theiterates towards the minimizer of a given convex function φ. That is, given a function
φ : Rn → R and a consistent system of equations (as in (9)), our algorithm aims at an








, if sk 6= 0,
0, if sk = 0. (13)Clearly, the sequence {vk}
k∈N










bi − 〈ai, x〉
‖ai‖
)2
, (14)Clearly, x is a solution of (9) if, and only if, Res(x) = 0. Furthermore, if Res(x) > 0,then its size indicates how badly x violates the given collection of equations. Anapproximate solution x to the convex optimization problem (for φ) under theseconstraints should have a small value of Res(x) and should aim at nding, amongall x with similar (or smaller) value of Res(x), an x for which φ(x) is small relative tothe others. Guided by this principle, we generate {βk}k∈N as follows. We initialize βto be an arbitrary positive number, which we denote by β−1. (We have always used
β−1 = 1.) In the process of the iterative step from xk to xk+1, we also update thevalue of β, which is (in the notation of (12)) βk−1 at the beginning of the iterativestep and βk at its end. This updating is done according to the following pseudocode(in which vk is dened by (13)).1: logic = true2: while (logic)3: z = xk + βvk4: if ( φ(z) ≤ φ(xk) )
On Image Reconstruction from a Small Number of Projections 95: then6: xk+1 = Pz7: if ( Res(xk+1) < Res(xk) )8: then logic = false9: else β = β/210: else β = β/2We terminate the iterative process when we nd an xk such that Res(xk) < ε, where
ε is a user-specied small positive number.The complete optimization algorithm consists of (12) with the vk dened by (13)and the βk dened by the pseudocode that makes use of (14). We put quotes aroundoptimization, since our algorithm is heuristic and we have no proof of convergenceto the optimizer of φ under the given constraints. What the algorithm performsis a steering process towards a small value of φ (see Step 4 of the pseudocode),while attempting to maintain the convergence to feasible region, as guaranteed by thetheorem for a proper choice of the sequence {βk}k∈N (see Step 7 of the pseudocode).5. Brains and GhostsIn Fig. 1 we show two actual brain cross-sections. Except for the region outside thehead, it is unlikely that there are any (t1, t2) for which the condition that either
f(t1 + 1, t2) 6= f(t1, t2) or f(t1, t2 + 1) 6= f(t1, t2) or both is not satised. Thus, inthese images B is a large fraction of N2.One may argue that the images shown in Fig. 1 are produced by some medicalimaging devices and the local variations that we observe are entirely due to noise inthe data collection, errors in the reconstruction, etc. We do not believe this for aminute (a brain is far from being homogeneous: it has gray matter, white matter,blood vessels and capillaries carrying oxygenated blood to and deoxygenated bloodfrom the brain, etc.), but even if we were to stipulate for the sake of argument thathealthy brains might give rise to images for which (7) is satised with a small B, wecannot avoid the fact that one is not in the business of imaging healthy brains: thereason why a CT scan of a brain is taken is that there is a suspicion of an abnormality.This abnormality may be a malignant tumor (such as the one in the left half of Fig.1(b)) and may have a highly textured appearance. One of our main points is this:reconstructing from a few projections (using TV minimization or any other method)may make the tumor disappear, defeating the whole purpose of diagnostic CT!To illustrate that such a thing can really happen we recall the idea of ghosts(images that are invisible from given projection directions). The existence of ghostshave been known and studied since the earliest days of CT; see, e.g., Section 16.4 of[13]. Here we discuss how to generate ghosts for digital images. Let ϑ be a directionin the plane. We say that a digital image p is a ghost for direction ϑ if, for every s ∈ Rand d > 0, [Rfdp ](s, ϑ) = 0.Our particular way of producing ghosts for this paper is based on an idea thatwe rst published over 35 years ago [12]. For this method it is necessary that thedirections ϑ should be of the form arctan(u/v), where u and v are integers, not bothzero.Suppose that we are given L pairs of such integers (u1, v1) , . . . , (uL, vL). Wenow construct an image that is a ghost for each of the directions arctan(u`/v`), for
1 ≤ ` ≤ L. The construction denes a sequence h0, h1, . . . , hL of real-valued functionsof two integer arguments of nite support (i.e., for 0 ≤ ` ≤ L, there are only nitely
On Image Reconstruction from a Small Number of Projections 10many pairs of integers (t1, t2) for which the value of hl is not zero). We can select h0to be any such function and then dene, for 1 ≤ ` ≤ L and all pairs of integers (t1, t2),
h` (t1, t2) = h
`−1 (t1, t2) − h
`−1 (t1 + u`, t2 + v`) . (15)Clearly, all the functions dened in this way will be of nite support. Now supposethat there exist integers w1 and w2 such that hL (t1, t2) 6= 0 implies that w1 ≤ t1 ≤
w1 + N − 1 and w2 ≤ t2 ≤ w2 + N − 1 . (Such w1 and w2 can always be found,provided only that N is large enough.) If we now dene, for all (t1, t2) ∈ [0, N − 1]2
g (t1, t2) = h
L (w1 + t1, w2 + t2) ,then the N × N digital image g is a ghost for the directions arctan(u1/v1), . . . ,
arctan(uL/vL).6. ResultsBased on the medical image in Fig. 1(a), we created an image b (a head phantom)exactly as described in Section 4.3 of [13]. (The description consists of the specicationof fteen geometrical shapes, with a value assigned to each of them. At any point
r ∈ R2, b(r) is dened to be the sum of the values of those geometrical shapes thatcover r.) In Fig. 2(a), we show the digitization of the image b where N = 243 and
d = 0.0752 (we will denote it for the rest of the paper by p243,0.0752b ). This digitizationwas produced by the software Snark05 [6], where the digitization was approximated byusing a Riemann sum calculation based on 11 × 11 points in each pixel. (In showing
p243,0.0752b , we display any value that is 0.1945 or less as black and any value thatis 0.22 or more as white. The range of values in p243,0.0752b is from 0.0 to 0.5641;thus the displayed range is less than 5% of the actual range. Such a display mode isnecessary so that we can see the details inside the skull. The same mapping of valuesinto displayed intensities is used for all the images that are discussed below.) Clearly,
p243,0.0752b satises (7) with a relatively small B.To illustrate the claim that it is in-practice dangerous to rely on reconstructionsfrom a small number of projections, we added a ghost g for 22 projections. Theresulting digital image is shown in Fig. 2(b). The ghost is a not unreasonableapproximation of a tumor, compare it to Fig. 1(b). (The specic construction of thisghost was as follows. We selected 22 reasonably evenly spaced projection directions bychoosing the pairs (4,3), (4,2), (4,1), (4,0), (4,-1), (4,-2), (4,-3), (3,4), (2,4), (1,4), (0,4),(-1,4), (-2,4), (-3,4), (3,2), (3,1), (3,-1), (3,-2), (2,3), (1,3), (-1,3), and (-2,3) as thevalues for (u1, v1) , . . . , (u22, v22). The function h0 was selected to be a digitized blob,a generalized Kaiser-Bessel window function [20], with its free parameters assigned tobe the default values selected by Snark05 [6] weighted so that the range of values inthe ghost is less than 7% of the range of values in the image that is displayed in Fig.2(a). Another way of saying this is that the range of the dierence between the imagesrepresented by Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), is less than 7% of the range within either of thoseimages.)To specify the projection data, let (for now) Θ consist of the 22 directions
arctan(u/v), where the pairs (u, v) are dened in the previous paragraph. Because gis a ghost for each direction in Θ, we have that, for any ϑ ∈ Θ and s ∈ R,
[R(b + f0.0752g )](s, ϑ) = [Rb](s, ϑ). (16)
On Image Reconstruction from a Small Number of Projections 11This implies that even if we were able to obtain perfect measurements for all ϑ ∈ Θand s ∈ R, we would still not be able to distinguish between the brain phantom withand without the ghost (which resembles a tumor). Any reconstruction method wouldproduce identical results from such data for the brain with and the brain without thetumor.To see if the tumor becomes recoverable with a larger number of projections(for which it is no longer a ghost), we generated idealized perfect projection dataof the image represented by Fig. 2(b) for 82 directions: the 22 specied aboveand 60 directions at 3◦ increments from 1◦ to 178◦ with the rst axis. Thushere (and from now on) |Θ| = 82. We selected, for each ϑ ∈ Θ, Sϑ =
{ld | l is an integer and − 172 ≤ l ≤ 172}, where d = 0.0752 is the sampling distanceof the digitization. As an idealization of the data we calculated, for each ϑ ∈ Θ and
s ∈ Sϑ, [Rfd[p243,db +g]](s, ϑ) (these are exact line integrals through the digitization, suchas represented in Fig. 2(b), of the head phantom with tumor). With these values onthe left-hand-side of (6) we get a consistent system of equations, since x[p243,db +g] willclearly be a solution.The TV minimization approach indicates that we should try to nd a 243 × 243digital image p∗ such that xp∗ satises the system of equations and, for any 243× 243digital image p such that xp satises the system of equations, ‖p∗‖TV ≤ ‖p‖TV.We used the algorithm that is described in the Section 4 with the stopping criterion
ε = 0.05 to produce an approximation to such a p∗, it is displayed in Fig. 3(a). (Since







2. (17)As discussed in Section 4, a variant of our TV-minimizing algorithm can be used toapproximate the minimum norm solution of a consistent system of equation. The resultproduced by this algorithm, also using the stopping criterion ε = 0.05, is displayedin Fig. 3(b). Clearly, while the approximation to TV minimization does not (and,in fact, cannot) recover exactly the digital image in Fig. 2(b), it is a much betterapproximation to it than what is provided by approximate norm minimization fromthe same data.Next we investigate the validity of the statement that a digital image shouldbe mostly constant to be recoverable from a small number of views; see (7). Forthis purpose, we take the digital image p243,0.0752b + g (the brain phantom with thetumor, displayed in Fig. 2(b)) and, for (t1, t2) ∈ [0, 242]2 we altered the value




(t1, t2) at that pixel by adding to it a number randomly selected from azero-mean normal distribution whose standard deviation is ρ [p243,0.0752b + g] (t1, t2),where the factor of proportionality ρ was selected by examining the variability inactual brain scans. The resulting digital image is displayed in Fig. 4(a). Idealizedperfect projection data were generated for the same 82 projection directions that werespecied above, and both the TV-minimizing and the norm-minimizing algorithmswere run with ε=0.05; the results are shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c). Again, the outputof the TV minimizing algorithm is much superior. In fact, comparing it to Fig. 3(a),one cannot but conclude that the likely clinical usefulness of the two images is justabout the same, even though in one case the mostly constant assumption is totallyviolated. We also run the TV-minimizing algorithm with ε=0.005, which means thatwhen the algorithm is terminated the result is more consistent with the data (but,of course, it is likely to have a slightly larger TV). The result is shown in Fig. 4(d),it does not much dier from Fig. 4(b). The important conclusion here is that theperformance of the TV-minimizing algorithm does not depend in an essential way onthe mostly constant condition.Until now all the reconstructions were from data sets in which the line integralswere calculated exactly based on digital images. The reconstructions algorithms thatwe used were in fact developed on the assumption that this is indeed the nature ofthe data. Real data in applications of image reconstruction will not be such for thefollowing (and other, here not listed) reasons.(i) The natural (or even articial) images that we wish to reconstruct are extremelyunlikely to satisfy the digital assumption.(ii) Detectors used in the instruments for collecting data will have a width and so,even if they were otherwise perfect, they could not be used for measuring lineintegrals exactly.(iii) Measurements are stochastic in nature; in CT, for example, the total attenuationis estimated by the use of a, by necessity, nite number of X-ray photons, resultingin statistical noise in these estimates.We now investigate what happens when we attempt to reconstruct from data that arerealistic from these points of view.The software Snark05 [6] allows us to calculate line integrals of the head phantom
b based on its original geometrical description, rather than on its digitization. This canbe combined with the calculation of the line integrals for the tumor and the variationsin the phantom (indicated in Fig. 4(a)), which are digital images. In order to simulatethe width of the detector, for each line for which the algorithm assumes that the datahad been collected, we introduce 10 additional lines (ve on both sides) with spacing
d/11 between them. (Recall that d = 0.0752 is the assumed distance between thelines for which data are collected.) The stochastic data collection is simulated using500,000 photons for estimating each data item g(s, ϑ). The details of how this is donein Snark05 are explained in Section 4.4 of [13].The results of reconstructions from such realistic data generated for the 82projection directions for the head phantom with tumor and variability (displayedin Fig. 4(a)) are shown in Fig. 5. The stopping criterion for both algorithms was
ε = 1.5, which is reasonable since for this noisy data set the value of Res for thephantom is actually slightly more than 1.5. While TV minimization does a good job
On Image Reconstruction from a Small Number of Projections 13from the point of view of its aim (the TV of the reconstruction displayed in Fig. 5(a)is 444.17, while the TV of that displayed in Fig. 5(b) is 1,287.33), this mathematicalsuccess does not translate into medical usefulness. The TV-minimizing algorithm,when applied to the realistic data, totally eliminated the tumor, while the tumor isvisible in the norm-minimizing reconstruction (in spite of its much more noisy-lookingnature).7. ConclusionsTotal variation minimization can produce good results if the images to bereconstructed and the data collection meet some (usually unrealistic) mathematicalcriteria. The algorithms that we presented in Section 4 were developed based onthe digital assumption. As is demonstrated above, as long as the data are collectedin a way that is consistent with this assumption, the TV-minimizing algorithm can,but is not guaranteed to, give useful results even if the number of projections is small.However, when realistic data collection is simulated (violating the digital assumption),then reconstruction from a small number of views is likely to fail to deliver essentialinformation.AcknowledgmentsThe work of the authors is supported by NIH grant HL70472. They are grateful forinteractions with S. Arridge, D. Butnariu, P.L. Combettes, I. Kazantsev, J. Klukowska,F. Natterer, H. Pajoohesh, J. Romberg, and S.W. Rowland.References[1] Aharoni R, Herman GT and Kuba A 1997 Binary vectors partially determined by linear equationsystems Disc. Math 171 1-16[2] Bauschke HH and Borwein JM 1996 On projection algorithms for solving convex feasibilityproblems SIAM Review 38 367-426[3] Butnariu D, Reich S and Zaslavski A 2006 Convergence to 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Figure 1. Two actual brain cross-sections. (a) Fig. 4.2 of [13]. (b)From the Roswell Park Cancer Institute website www.roswellpark.org/Patient_Care/Types_of_Cancer/Brain_Pituitary_Spine/BrainTumorFacts.
Figure 2. (a) Digitization p243,0.0752
b
of the head phantom b based on Fig. 1(a),similar to Fig. 4.4 of [13]. (b) The same with a tumor g (which is a ghost for22 projections) added to it.
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Figure 3. (a) TV-minimizing reconstruction from 82 noiseless idealizedprojections of the head phantom with a tumor in Fig. 2(b). (b) Norm-minimizingreconstruction from the same data.
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Figure 4. (a) Head phantom with tumor and variability. (b) TV-minimizingreconstruction from 82 noiseless idealized projections, ε=0.05. (c) Norm-minimizing reconstruction from the same data, ε=0.05. (d) TV-minimizingreconstruction from the same data, ε=0.005.
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Figure 5. (a) TV-minimizing reconstruction from 82 realistically simulatedprojections of the head phantom with a tumor and variability in Fig. 4(a). (b)Norm-minimizing reconstruction from the same data.
